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- DAAD/ BMBF
- Digitalization x Internationalization
- Since 2019: UBT, IFNUL
  - Teaching excellence
  - Strategic consulting and discourse
- Since 2021: UBT, IFNUL, TNPU, DonNU
  - Media production and MOOC
  - Strategic consulting and discourse
- Erasmus+ KA2
- Creation of Centers of Teaching Excellence and a common certification process for universities’ teachers’ training
- Since 2020: UBT, IFNUL and 3 EU and 8 UA partners
- Scaling up!
The basis: Trust, critical empathy and tolerance

• Cooperating with Ukrainian HEIs since 2014
• Main partner: IFNUL
• 6 joint summer schools and excursions, 9 study group visits to Bayreuth, 6 joint B.A. thesis
• Radical binational approach
• Real encounters and digital contact
• Friendship
Impact: Going beyond the numbers (Learnopolis – Pt. 1)

- Web: 4500 users
- YT: 8542 views
- FB: 365 followers
- 567 Active participants (about 250 during trainings)

Initial funding: 200,000€
New projects: 1,100,000€

- 18 Consulting sessions
- 10 External presentations
- 7 Participations in networking and trainings
Sustainability: multiperspective & „deep“-implementation
Anchoring: Digital education and internationalization
CHALLENGES

- Integrating digital skills into curriculums
- Strategic embedding
- UI/UX-design of learning environments
- Research on digital learning
Digitization of administration and legal frameworks

- Why not? University in a Smartphone
  - Independent of time and space
  - Automatization and tracking
- “Legalize” flipped classrooms and self-learning courses
  - Flexibilization for teachers and students
  - Making good teaching visible and countable
- Reform process of GDPR and other laws
German over-engineering and Ukrainian Охорона-culture
OPPORTUNITIES
Inclusion

• Veterans of the war
• Rural areas
• „Working class” families
• All generations
• Peoples with disabilities
Remigration and reconstruction

- Study/ research grants in DE with reconstruction in mind
- Small project fund in UA
- Female x Social x Digital x Entrepreneurship x Citizenship
- Real time digital cooperation
- Capacity building
  - Capacity building
  - Capacity building
  - Capacity building
  - Capacity building
  - Capacity building
Live digital

• Mobile first
• Learning any place at any time for everyone
• Digital friendly classrooms and offices and open spaces
• Strategic implementation at HEIs and cooperation with non formal education and companies
Follow us on

www.learnopolis.net

Learnopolis_net

facebook.com/learnopolis.net